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Abstract (en)
A footwear sole, comprising a structural element 10 providing at least one part R1 suitable to support the heel, wherein said part suitable to support
the heel has an opening 2 sized and shaped so that said structural element 10, in correspondence with its part suitable to support the heel, has a
U-shape and comprises two opposite arms 1A and 1B linked by an arched arm 1C, substantially forming a U in plan view, - wherein the inner walls
1A' 1B' 1C' of the above arms of the U at least partially delimit said opening 2, - wherein said opening 2 is opened in correspondence with the sole
face adapted to come into contact with the ground, - wherein the opening 2 is closed in correspondence with the upper face 10A of the structural
element 10 by a bridge element 5, so as to define a cavity 20, - wherein said bridge element is shaped and sized so that it is substantially arranged
under the heel, - said sole also comprising an exhaust element 4 of the air which may remain trapped into said cavity 20 when the part of the sole
comprising said opening 2 is pressed against the ground P, at least partially closing said cavity on the lower side as well, - wherein said exhaust
element 4 shows a substantially rigid body providing at least one through hole 4A suitable to link the cavity 20 with the outside of the sole and so as
to exhaust the air present in said cavity in correspondence with at least one section 1C of the outer side wall 1B of the element 10, - the structural
element 10 having a seat 15 suitable to house the body of the exhaust element 4.
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